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Cancer
Jun 22 - Jul 22

Pisces
Feb 20 - Mar 20

Scorpio
Oct 23 - Nov 22

Alchemical 

⽔
Tao Birth years ending in '2' or '3'.

Mercury North

Cups

This chapter of

COVEN
is dedicated to

water
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Eventually, all things merge
into one, and a river runs
through it. The river was cut
by the world's great flood and
runs over rocks from the
basement of time. 

On some of the rocks are
timeless raindrops. Under the
rocks are the words, and some
of the words are theirs.

I am haunted by waters.

Norman Maclean 
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Moon Water
Baesd on a practice by

Gabriela Herstik

The Moon is connected with the subtle,
subconscious, and intuitive aspects of the self,
and it’s presentation within the night sky
often reflects our own state of mind. As the
Moon controls our Earth’s tides, Water and
the Moon are considered to hold a strong
energetic bond.

Water is an energetically receptive material
which easily takes on the intentions its
surrounded with. Producing Moon Water is a
straightforward way of harnessing this lunar
energy in aid of your intention. By leaving
water out to ‘charge’ in moonlight, the
Moon’s resonance will empower whatever
intention you place within your water.
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To create Moon Water, all
you’ll need is water and a vessel
to hold it in.

Water
The water can be from any
source - fresh, salt or tapwater
are all fine to use. Be mindful of
how the water you source might
impact your planned use for it.
For example, if you intend to
drink your Moon Water, make
sure it’s from somewhere safe
and hygienic.

Vessel
Something transparent is better
here, as exposure to the
moonlight is the aim - however
some advice claims this is not
essential. You might find it more
convenient to charge your water
inside a sealable jar or container,
though a simple water glass
would work fine, too.

Other optional things to use
include:

Labels
If you aren’t planning on using it
immediately, you might want to
label, name and date the water
you’re charging.

Water-Safe Crystals
If crystals are part of your
practice and relevant to your
intention, you might want to
add crystals to the water you are
charging.

Herbs
Similarly if herbs are part of your
practice and relevant to your
intention, you might find it
useful to first cleanse your
container with smoke from
burning herbs.

What You’ll Need
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Charging your Moon Water is
easy - all you’ll need to do is
leave it outdoors during the full
moon. It’s okay if it’s not directly
in moonlight - even if you can’t
see the moon, the water will still
charge.

Before you leave your water to
charge, you can add your
intention to the water. Focus
your intention, then touch or
place your hands above the
water.

Moon Water is typically charged
during a full moon, because this
is when the lunar energy is the
strongest. However a Gibbous
Moon will also work.

Never charge your water during
an eclipse; the energy is chaotic,
volatile and unpredictable.

Process



Uses
You can use your Moon Water
for just about anything. Here are
some suggestions:

Consume. The water can be
drunk as is, or use it to make tea
or add to food. If it’s safe, you can
share with pets.

Clean. You can use the water to
clean or anoint yourself, or add to
a ritual bath. It can be used to
clean crystals, ritual tools and
sacred spaces.

Paint. Add the water directly to
the paint or dip your brush in it.

Fragrance. Use Moon Water in
an essential oil diffuser, or add
essential oils and alcohol to create
a room spray.

Water Plants. As long as it’s not
salt water, your Moon Water can
feed and imbue your plants with
your intentions.
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Water Hags
of England

Water Hags are an enduring part of English folklore.
They are generally bogey-man type figures who
prevent children from dangerous places.

English water hags are part of mythology of the
Grindylow - humanoid creatures from around
Lancashire with scaly green skin, sharp teeth, long
arms and long fingers.

Grindylow live in bodies of water and are said to hunt
children who are careless around the water’s edge.

Each water hag character is traditionally connected to
a particular area, however the mythology has since
spread throughout the country. The hags have been
indiscriminately described as witches, spirits, crones
and monsters.
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Jenny Greenteeth
Also known as Wicked Jenny or Ginny Greenteeth

Jenny Greenteeth is a river-hag who is said to appear in
dangerous waters throughout England. Jenny is said to pull
children or the elderly into the water and drown them. She
is described as having green skin, long hair and sharp teeth.

Jenny is thought to have originated in Lancashire, where
green duckweed covers ponds and streams, allowing Jenny
to hide below undetected.



Jenny Greenteeth

Come into the water
and bathe my love,

Come swim in the
swirling pool,

Come down in the
damp with the rocks

and the boats,

You’ll swim with me
now sweet fool.

Nicole Murray

Cloudstreet
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Peg Powler
Peg Powler is a water spirit and hag who, like Jenny
Greenteeth, drags children into the water if they get too
close to the edge. Peg is said to inhabit the River Tees in
Northern England.

The 19th century folklorist William Henderson
describes Peg Powler as having green hair and "an
insatiable desire for human life" and she is said to lure
people into the river to drown or be devoured. The
foam or froth which is often seen floating on certain
parts of the Tees is called "Peg Powler's suds" or "Peg
Powler's cream".



Nellie Longarms
Nellie Longarms is a water hag
said to reside in the wells of
Cheshire. Nellie’s long arms are
said to reach up and snatch
anyone leaning too hard forward
when drawing water. At night
Nellie is said to move into trees,
and that her moans and sighs can
be heard on the breeze.

Ginny Burntarse
Ginny Burntarse is a river hag
who waves her lantern at
unsuspecting travellers, luring
them from the safety of the path
into dangerous waters. Ginny is
associated with the lights of will-
o-the-wisp, caused by marsh gas.
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Voice
Written by

Leo Hollbrook

Hum to heal your body like a cat purrs

Hum and connect with your body. Sit up straight
and feel it's resonance

Hum to give value to breath

Touch your chest and feel the sound in your fingers

Move it around from your nose to your mouth to
the pit of your stomach
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Speak to your gods and spirits

Speak to cast spells and assurances

Speak truth to release your fifth chakra

Replace self deprecation with gratuitous self love

You may not be able to say it to someone's face,
but you should still say the words

Sing your favourite songs. Badly.

Sing to your inner child, who you're probably
neglecting

Sing because its how our ancestors honoured
their ancestors

Music was never meant for only the elite

Reclaim the parts of you they said weren't yours
to love

Chant a guidance in the dark when you're lost

Chant because your voice is a beacon in the mist

Chant until the words lose meaning so that your
heart will know

We take for granted what never leaves us

Your voice is more powerful than you know



Dowsing is commonly practiced
using a forked or Y-shaped rod or
branch, which is thought to move
independently when the dowser
stands atop the sought-after
underground materials.

The motion of the dowsing rod is
thought to be an example of the
Ideomotor Phenomenon.

The practice of dowsing has re-
emerged in California, where farmers
are desperate to find water on their
drought-stricken properties.

Dowsing is the practice of using
divination to locate materials
buried underground. Typically
dowsing is used to find water,
however the techniques have also
been used widely to locate
gemstones and ores, oil, lost
objects and more,

Dowsing has been the subject of
significant scientific inquiry and
remains widely debunked.
Materials found through dowsing
are considered simply a
consequence of chance encounter.

Dowsing
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Some Sorcerers do boast they have a Rod,
Gather'd with Vowes and Sacrifice,
And (borne about) will strangely nod
To hidden Treasure where it lies;
Mankind is (sure) that Rod divine,

For to the Wealthiest (ever) they incline.

- Virgula divina
An epigram by Samuel Sheppard

Epigrams theological, philosophical, and romantick, 1651



Ideomotor Phenomenon
The Ideomotor Phenomenon is a term emerging
from scientific researcher William Benjamin
Carpenter in 1852. It describes the process of
seemingly automatic muscular reactions to thoughts
and mental images. Often these reactions are minute
and enacted unconsciously.

The Ideomotor Phenomemon describes how the
body can react reflexively to ideas alone, without the
conscious decision to take action. In this way, it is
similar to the body’s reflexive responses to pain.

Scientists have widely demonstrated that many
phenomena attributed to spiritual or paranormal
forces, or to mysterious "energies", are actually due
to ideomotor action. American Psychologist Ray
Hyman wrote in 1977 that "honest, intelligent
people can unconsciously engage in muscular
activity that is consistent with their expectations".
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German scholar Georg Agricola
provides the clearest first mention of
Dowsing. This image is taken from
his 1556 book De Re Metallica - Latin
for On the Nature of Metals [Minerals].



Ideomotor Witchcraft
The Ideomotor Phenomenon emerged from scientific
inquiry in the 1850s in response to the rise of Spiritualism
in the 1840s. It provides an explanation to the muscular
movements involved in dowsing, automatic writing and
the use of Ouija boards.

As such, the phenomenon threatens the claims made that
spiritual or psychic forces are involved in these practices.

However it cannot be assumed witches who use these
practices necessarily reject the Ideomotor Phenomenon.
Witches’ perspectives on the phenomenon are surely as
diverse as witches themselves.

The UK-based Thoth Witchcraft, for example, argues
that the use of a pendulum necessarily engages the
Ideomotor Phenomenon. However the phenomenon
demonstrates a connection with the unconscious body,
from where psychic and spiritual guidance can flow.

“...in fact many magical practitioners say it is the unconscious
mind which is responsible for our magic.

If this is in fact true then it is safe to assume the tiny
movements which control which way the pendulum swings

could becoming from another source.”

ThothWitchcraft.com
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Image from “A Child's Garden of Verses” by
Charles Robinson, 1896. British Library.



The Witch
Written by

Cat Fraser

My small wooden house, looking about to collapse,
stands on a deserted coastline, whipped by the winds
and burnt by the sun. The woods of fragrant pine,
juniper, laurel and olives lie just above the beach.

A girl knocks.

“Come inside!” I put on my best quavery old woman
voice. Another young girl begging for a love potion.
Although she has a dirty old shawl, she is from a
wealthy house.
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“What brings you to me, dearie?” I
warble, remembering to stay bent
over and in character. The child
thinks I am a witch after all. I
glance at Boris, my black cat,
stretched out in a pool of sunlight,
purring, with a look of bliss on his
furry features. He is supposed to be
my familiar, can’t he look a bit
more occult? As I shamble past, I
step on his tail sending him high
into the air, screeching and
arching, then crouching, spitting
and looking around wild eyed for
his assailant. Now that’s more like
it! I silently remind myself to make
it up to him later. Poor cat!

She is looking at the bunches of
dried herbs, the strands of drying
seaweed, row upon row of glass
jars containing unknown horrors.
She cowers away from the crazed
cat. She is trying to look brave.

Suddenly she starts to gabble.
There is a young man, who works
for her father. He is so handsome
and she thinks he likes her too. He

is always at the house. She loves
him but she doesn’t know what to
do. Is there a love potion? She has
brought money.

“How much money did you
bring?”

She opens her hand. The coins
have dug into the flesh, she has
clutched them so tightly.

“That will do” I say. My hand swift
as a snake striking snatches them
and they vanish into the folds of
my dress. I hunt through the
bottles as if selecting something. I
mutter to myself, creating an
illusion of searching and
considering options. I choose the
two bottles I always hand out as
“love potion”. It’s schnapps that I
brew from fruit and herbs in a still
hidden in the woods. It’s strong
and bitter and burns the throat as it
goes down. I creep crablike across
the room, squinting at her. I have a
good squint, perfected by years of
practice. I hand her the bottles.



Madeline McGovern
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“You must do exactly what I say.” I tell her. “You drink one
bottle just before he arrives and then find a way to pour the
other bottle into what he is drinking. When you have both
drunk it stay close to him, look into his eyes and use all your
arts to win him. The potion will not last forever and by the time
its wears off, you must have captured his heart. If you have not,
then all is lost.”

She nods.

I show her out and she skips away with her little bottles.
Would they get drunk and get together?

I close the door, stretching and straightening my back. I pick up
Boris and give him a cuddle and apologise. He wriggles free,
gives me a look, stalks back to his sunlit spot.

I hear footsteps and slip back into character. What does she
want now?



The door is flung wide. Not the
girl but a tall, well built, strong,
confident man. The wind blows
through my hair and I draw myself
up to my full height flexing my
muscles, losing the years and
feeling the power flow through
me. This one isn’t here for trifling
potions and trickery but for real
magic. He radiates malevolence.
He is here to dance with the fates
and play dice with the devil. What
is he after and can I deliver it? At
last a challenge! He throws a bag
onto the table. I hear the
unmistakable chink of gold. You
get an ear for it after a while.

He wants a storm to wreck a rival’s
ship.

I take a deep breath. Conjuring the
weather is tricky magic. I would
need to brew the right potions,
scry to get the timing right and
harness every part of my mind to
turn the elements to my will. I feel
alive for the first time in months.

“Can you do it?” He is standing
very close now, his eyes staring
straight into mine. His power is
palpable. I match it with my own
and declare “I can.”
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The Ducking Stool
Ducking or cucking Stools are a chair used for
public punishment in European history. They varied
in design, but typically involved binding a person to
a chair and dragging them through a public space,
or for ‘ducking’, into a body of water. The stools
functioned similarly to stocks, emphasising the
humilation of the person being held.

Image from “A history of the United States and its people, for the use of
Schools” by Edward Eggleston, 1888. British Library.
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From medieval times until the
early 18th century, ducking was
used to identifying witches. At first
this method used the stool, but
later this was abandoned and
ducking was inflicted without the
chair.

When not using the chair, the
accused’s right thumb was bound
to their left big toe, and a rope was
tied around their waist. They were
then thrown into a river or deep
pond. If they floated, it was
deemed that they were in league
with the devil, rejecting the
baptismal water. If they sank, they

were cleared of all accusations. It
was, however, not uncommon for
the accused to drown to death in
the process.

If the accused was to float, they
faced a range of treatments. In
some cases they were imprisoned,
while others would be beaten or
burned.

However ducking wasn’t
exclusively used for witches, and
appeared generally to be a
technique for women who didn’t
comply with the norms of the
time.



The term ‘common scolds’ describes those who were
considered a public nuisance. Scolds were “troublesome and
angry people who broke the public peace by habitually
chastising, arguing and quarrelling with their neighbours.”

Those convicted of scolding were overwhelmingly female.
William Langland's 1378 narrative poem Piers Plowman
describes the ducking stool as wymen pine, or "women's
punishment”.

Image from “Historie and Guide to Leverpoole. By
Triplets.” Author not stated. 1886. British Library.
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Then was the Scold herself,

In a wheelbarrow brought,

Stripped naked to the smock,

As in that case she ought:

Neats tongues about her neck

Were hung in open show;

And thus unto the cucking stool

This famous scold did go.

The Cucking of a Scold, a ballad from around 1615.



Writing on England in the early 18th century, French
traveller Francois Maximilian Misson wrote on scolding:

The way of punishing scolding women is pleasant enough.

They fasten an armchair to the end of two beams twelve or
fifteen feet long, and parallel to each other, so that these two
pieces of wood with their two ends embrace the chair, which
hangs between them by a sort of axle, by which means it plays
freely, and always remains in the natural horizontal position in
which a chair should be, that a person may sit conveniently in it,

whether you raise it or let it down.

They set up a post on the bank of a pond or river, and over this
post they lay, almost in equilibrio, the two pieces of wood, at
one end of which the chair hangs just over the water.

They place the woman in this chair and so plunge her into the
water as often as the sentence directs, in order to cool her

immoderate heat.
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This zine is one of four in the
debut series of COVEN. It brings
together visual and written
contributions from creatives in
Aotearoa. Some contributors
identify as witches, others don't.
COVEN is not intended to make
authoritative comment on the
world of witchcraft; it simply
shares a range of perspectives.

Originally, we'd planned to make
one zine. However the amount,
and variety, of content we received
lead us to split the zine into four.
These four zines are all attributed,
somewhat loosely, to one of the
four alchemical elements: Fire,
Water, Earth and Air.

Each zine incorporates content on
a range of topics related in some
way to the occult. This includes
psychology, crystals, tarot, plant
magic, folklore, the zodiac and

history. We acknowledge that
these are not necessarily part of
everyone's practice or inherent to
witchcraft, however they are
meaningful for some.

Additional Text
Writing not otherwise credited is
written by Liam Goulter for
Wellington Zinefest. Mostly this is
adaptations and summaries of
existing content written about
witchcraft and the occult. Where
possible, primary sources have
been quoted directly, either from
scholars, witches themselves, or
both. These additions are intended
to enhance and provide context for
some of the creative contributions.
Liam and Wellington Zinefest
make no claim to be authoritative
sources on these subjects, or that
the knowledge involved was
generated by us.

About COVEN



Authorship

Wellington Zinefest's
contributions to the zine are Euro-
centric. They focus almost
exclusively on western experiences,
concepts and perspectives on
witchcraft. This is not to suggest
that we only consider western
witchcraft to be relevant. Rather,
given the spiritual, personal and at
times dangerous nature of
witchcraft, it felt wrong to
represent those histories outside
our own subject position.

This is a shortcoming of this zine,
and if we produce future editions
we'd hope to source and include
perspectives from non-western
people.

Imagery

Much of the supplementary
imagery included is archival and
taken either from Wikimedia
Commons or British Library.
Images not credited to individual
creatives or to these archives are
taken from stock imagery archives.
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